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I am a senior Android Developer with about 8 years experience of software development and about 2 years
experience of training Android and PHP/MySQL to hundreds of students. Also I have experience of working
with Scripting languages like PHP, Python and Lua. I should mention that I am a versed and seasoned developer
with enthusiasm of enhancing codes and increasing performance. I have been involved in Enterprise-Scale
projects in Telecommunication and IT Sector.
I also have a passion for working on augmented reality, I am working hard on Kudan, Wikitude and unity for
create a new idea. ( indoor navigation (SLAM) in big malls)

Work experience
2015 - present

Sematec Educational institution (part time)

Android ATC Trainer (basic and advance):
Teach hundreds of Android students in both elementary and advanced level according to the
Android ATC skills (as an offical ATC trainer). elementary skills – advance skills

PHP/MySql _ GIT/SVN Trainer :
PHP/MySql skills

2015 - present

Mapfa (full time)

Working on some Android Projects as leader of Android developers in company.
MyApps: An Android market that involved software applications, musics and movies available for
Technologies: Download manager, Material Design, Multi Thread, Music player,HLSE for playing
encrypted videos, Web services, DB, Cache, Transition animations, Event bus, Proguard, Create
InAppPurchase Android library for other developers.
Callyar: A messaging and calling application with ability to make voice and video calls(GSM or VOIP),
text messaging, create groups.
Technologies: GPS, Camera, XMPP, VOIP, Web services, Socket, GCM, MultiLingual App,
Multi Threading
TVHamrah: An Android application that provides streaming Iranian TV and Radio channels on phones.
Technologies: Material design, HLSE HLS, playing Video/Sounds, Multi Thrading, Service,
Animations,Web services, Cache
Technologies: Android Wear, Watch face, Google API for wear, Yahoo Weather API, GPS
Asnaf Iran: An Android application to find the closest business service centers like: Retaurants, shopping
centers, insurances, bankes ...
Technologies: Google map, GPS, Web services, DB, ACRA, Multi Threading, RecyclerView, GCM
ParsWatch: An Android Wear Watch face for showing weather, surise and sunset times with Iranian
Calendar type (Jalali)

2012- 2015

Avval Sazan (full time)
PHP/MySql _ VOIP (Freeswitch) _ Android developer

Hara: A webbase CRM that created on VtigerCRM and Freeswitch(VOIP softwitch) to meet all the
needs of a large organization like the telephone system, assets, control entry and exit, faxes, manage
support operators (a CRM and VOIP system in signle package)
Technologies: PHP, PostgreSQL, VOIP Freeswitch, Web RTC.GSM modem
Raazi-insurance: Raazi insurance is a one of biggest insurance companies in Iran. Raazi insurance
Android app is involved finding nearest office by map and GPS and some details about products.

2011- 2012

Cytco (full time)
PHP/MySql _ VOIP (Asterisk)
VtigerCRM fa: Localization and create modue builder and linking VOIP softswitch(Asterisk) to
VtigerCRM
Technologies: PHP,MySql _ VOIP _ GSM modems, create Web API

2009- 2011

Raad eng Group (full time)
PHP/MySql
easYCom: An application solution that installed on embeded computer that attaches to industrial devices
for monitor and control their boards remotely.
Raad CRM : A webbase CRM that created by ExtJS and PHP/MySql to handle automation and contact
between company and their customers.

Education
2010-2013

Bachelor of software engineering
Hashtgerd Azad University

2007-2010

Associate degree in computer science
Karaj Azad University

Certificates
2015

Android ATC Trainer certificate

2015

Android ATC Developer certificate

